THE FIELDWORKER
NEWSLETTER OF THE LEICESTERSHIRE FIELDWORKERS
As we are writing this edition of the Fieldworker things
still appear to be improving on the Covid-19 front. From
May 17th 30 people will be able to meet outdoors but
still only 6 indoors. So, lectures will remain online while
things look good for the Festival of Archaeology in July.
As things develop guidance will be updated on our
website.
– Peter and Mathew
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THE NEXT LECTURE

COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS
At the Annual General Meeting on June 17th there will
be a chance to nominate for the officers and
committee of the Fieldworkers for 2021-2. We would
very much welcome new members to the committee.
A nomination form will be sent out. Subscriptions will
be due from the date of the AGM, although, as the
meeting will be online (we hope for the last time), there
will be no chance to hand over cash on the night.
Renewal forms will go out with the next newsletter.

The next lecture will happen on Zoom at 7.30pm on
Thursday May 27th (PLEASE NOTE THE DATE
CHANGE). James Harvey and Richard Huxley from
University of Leicester Archaeological Services will
talk on Exploring the prehistoric landscapes of
south Leicestershire:

NEW FIELDWORKER WEBSITE

Husbands Bosworth Quarry: Investigations within
the environs of Leicestershire’s only known
causewayed enclosure.
James Harvey will talk about how field walking and
geophysical survey undertaken during the late 1990s
led to the discovery of Leicestershire’s first and still
only recorded example of a Neolithic causewayed
enclosure. Although the monument itself was saved
from the quarry bucket, surrounding areas were
passed for mineral extraction, offering a rare
opportunity to investigate the immediate environs of a
causewayed enclosure. Over a period of 12 years
further Neolithic monuments, Early Bronze Age burials
and later settlement activity were recorded.

If you’ve looked at the website recently you may have
noticed a new look. Mathew Morris has redesigned the
site. This includes a new web address
https://leicsfieldworkers.org/ (the old link will redirect
you to the new site as well).
Key changes include the securer https extension
which should solve the problem accessing the old
website some people have been reporting. Another
new addition is pdfs of the Leicestershire
Landscapes monograph which can now be
downloaded directly from the website (look in the
resources section). There is also an improved Festival
of Archaeology page ready for the 2021 Festival. Any
comments would be welcome.

Ring Ditches, Roundhouses and other prehistoric
activity at North Kilworth.
Richard Huxley will talk about an excavation in 2019
on the northern edge of North Kilworth which revealed
two Early Bronze Age ring ditches, the largest having
a diameter of 45m. In the centre were several burials
and some of the graves contained whole vessels. Iron
Age roundhouses and Early Roman activity
surrounded the ring ditches and a post medieval
trackway truncated the remains.

YOUTUBE CHANNEL
To accompany the new website, we now have a
YouTube channel for our talk recordings. If you have
missed a recent talk, including our last talk by Ian
Meadows, they are all available online at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM_R1bYPNGP
8aaaj5TxbPYg
leicsfieldworkers.org
facebook.com/leicestershirefieldworkers

Booking Essential via Eventbrite:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/exploring-theprehistoric-landscapes-of-south-leicestershire-tickets153496029757
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DIARY DATES FOR 2021

EXCAVATION NEWS

All at 7.30pm on Zoom for the moment.

Archaeological excavation still seems to be rather slow
at the moment but ULAS have been working on a
number of sites in the City and County.

▪

June 17th: AGM and talk by Mike Luke on Albion
Archaeology excavations in Leicestershire.

▪

September 16th: Mathew Morris on Leicester’s
Lost Churches (to coincide with the publication of
the Highcross excavation volume)

▪

November 18th: Jennifer Browning on recent
excavations (title TBC)

In Leicester, the Raw Dykes is a much-overlooked
ancient monument sitting next to Aylestone Road
close to the King Power Stadium. It consists of a deep,
wide channel with banks beyond. The present
monument is a tiny survival of something much longer,
possibly an aqueduct taking water from the Knighton
Brook into Roman Leicester. It has previously been
looked for closer to Leicester with no success but now,
some 500m from the surviving stretch, it has been
found in trenching in advance of new apartments. The
channel was over 10m wide and deposits were
sampled for environmental information. A small but
significant amount of Roman material was retrieved
during the work.

FESTIVAL OF ARCHAEOLOGY

The programme for the 2021 Festival will be online on
our website very soon. There will be no leaflet listing
events. Most, but not all, of the talks will be online and
a strong series of guided walks will get people out onto
the archaeological sites of Leicestershire and Rutland
(covid permitting!). It will be different this year with
numbers restricted and probably social distancing in
place but it will still be an impressive Festival. Keep an
eye on the website as new events will be added as we
go on.
https://leicsfieldworkers.org/festival-of-archaeology/

GROUP NEWS

Excavating the channel of the Raw Dykes.

The Lutterworth group joined the Oadby and
Wigston group to walk a field in Wibtoft. They have
also been walking two fields at Cotesbach for the
Cotesbach Educational Trust. This will be the only time
when they can be walked as they will be converted into
woodland this summer.

At Jewry Wall Museum the refurbishment work
includes a new rear lobby. An east-west robber trench
was revealed that was probably the north wall of the
bath sites North Portico. Pits, some Early (or even Pre)
Roman, were also identified both here and in the new
lift shaft.

For the Oadby and Wigston group life has suddenly
become a bit hectic since lockdown was eased. They
have been fieldwalking near Smeeton Westerby and
jointly with the Lutterworth Group near Wibtoft. They
have also been involved in a geophysical survey of
fields near Laughton with the support and guidance of
the Hallaton group. Additionally, they have been
holding Zoom meetings every couple of weeks in order
to stay connected. Every other meeting is an informal
one to enable people to just meet up and chat. Their
normal monthly meetings have included a talk by Dave
Collins and Mike Bruce on the attempts to foil the
Luftwaffe during the Second World War and a look at
some of the remains of the activity in Charnwood
Forest.
leicsfieldworkers.org
facebook.com/leicestershirefieldworkers

At the Leicester Waterside Development a watching
brief during road drainage between Soar Lane and All
Saints allowed an area to be examined close to a high
status Roman building seen in 2018-9. Surviving
robber trenches and in situ masonry were identified to
help expand the plan and an area of wall plaster that
had collapsed face down was excavated. This had
been re-plastered, with the earlier design possibly
depicting an oceanic scene with a ‘fried egg’ border. A
substantial surface constructed from reused Roman
roofing tile was also uncovered.
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depth of topsoil, subsoil and, in some cases, alluvium.
Limited dating evidence indicated occupation in the
Iron Age.
At Nailstone evidence of the medieval historic core of
the village was recorded, although dating evidence
was absent.

THE JEWRY WALL MUSEUM
The roof is now off the Jewry Wall / Vaughan College
building as renovation work continues. The new
accessible walkway is being built and the new lift being
installed. Work is also well advanced on the displays
which will be a mix of real objects and digital content.
No opening date is known but it is not likely to be
before 2023.

TONY SQUIRES (1940-2021)

Anthony Squires, a member of our committee until
recent years, has died after a long illness borne with
great good humour. Tony was born in Loughborough,
taught in schools around the County and in Africa and,
from his interest in natural history (he was a proud
member of the Loughborough Naturalists) became a
gifted landscape historian, specialising in ancient
woodland, deer parks and gardens. He was the author
of numerous articles and books including on The
Greys of Groby, Bradgate Park, Donington Park and
(with Prof Len Cantor) the Medieval Parks and
Gardens of Leicestershire and Rutland. He, with Ernie
Miller, helped organise many of our summer trips,
often leading us through the landscape, sharing his
great knowledge.

Roman wall plaster found in a pipe trench at the
Leicester Waterside Development.
At Quorn test pits and trenches have been excavated
across fields where a solar farm is proposed.
Magnetometer survey had indicated buried deposits
comprising probable later prehistoric and RomanoBritish settlement enclosures and fields to be present,
and the survival of archaeological deposits has been
confirmed. A ring ditch in the north of the area known
from aerial photographs was shown to comprise two
circuits of ditch, with other circular features in its
vicinity. Due to saturated conditions excavation of the
features was only possible in one of the 12 fields that
comprised the proposed area. The sampled features
were relatively well preserved beneath a variable
leicsfieldworkers.org
facebook.com/leicestershirefieldworkers

Fred Hartley has contributed these memories of Tony:
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At the end of his book “Leicester Forest”, Percy Russell
evoked the value of the old hunting chase as a place
where there was the chance of “passing beyond the
bustle of the streets and of walking in peace beneath
the trees”.

many of the sites of the lost villages could still be found
in the peaceful landscape of East Leicestershire. In the
1950s they formed a starting point for a new wave of
research, discovering the archaeology of the peoples
of England, as they have evolved over the past 1500
years or so.

I have sometimes thought that this may have inspired
the young Anthony Squires, together with his
involvement in the remarkable group of like-minded
souls in the Loughborough Naturalists’ Club.

Deserted villages, and their field systems, are not
confined to Leicestershire, but in the east of the county
they survive in a remarkable concentration. Over the
past 50 years, counties further south, such as
Oxfordshire, Warwickshire and Northamptonshire,
have seen a constant gradual degradation of rural
character, as more and more roads, housing estates
and distribution centres have been built. These
pressures have also affected south and west
Leicestershire, but the east of the county remains as
yet remarkably untouched by large-scale modern
intrusions, or heavily trafficked roads.

I probably first met Tony at a meeting of the
Fieldworkers at Jewry Wall Museum in 1979. He was
a very regular supporter of all our events. As I began
to make survey records of earthwork features Tony
arranged visits to various parts of the county where he
was already beginning to interpret and write up the
history of woodlands and deer parks. I remember
sunny days at Staunton Harold and Bagworth Moats.
A day of incessant torrential rain at Ashby Old Parks
left us looking like drowned rats but failed to
discourage us.

A recent report identified East Leicestershire as being
further from a National Park than anywhere else in
England. This in itself suggests the potential for some
kind of landscape conservation and interpretation area
to be created. East Leicestershire has peaceful,
unspoilt countryside, but also the additional level of
interest provided by the work of Professor Hoskins,
and generations of students, and the huge amount of
local archaeological study carried out by the
Leicestershire Fieldworkers over the past 40 years.

Following my move to run Harborough Museum in
1995 we saw less of each other, but it was good to
catch up again during 2012-2014 when we had some
splendid days discovering previously hidden earthwork
features in one of his favourite places - Bradgate Park.
During 2020, by which time he was far from well, he
was helping me by providing information about
Rutland, where again were some of his favourite
pieces of old woodland landscape.

It is also not a coincidence that when the acclaimed
writer and broadcaster Michael Wood researched and
wrote his landmark publication “The Story of England”,
the place he chose to tell the story was Kibworth, a
village which has changed greatly in recent decades,
but which is surrounded by the countryside with the
deserted villages, and by areas studied by local
fieldwork groups.

I last saw Tony at the launch for the Harborough
Earthworks book in 2018. He seemed genuinely
surprised and honoured to be invited. Such was his
modesty, I don’t think he realised the extent of the quiet
influence he had exerted in encouraging us all to value
the natural world, and the evidence of human history,
that surround our towns, in the ”peace beneath the
trees.”.

My point in writing this is to establish whether there
might be a possibility of developing, from this
background of important archaeological heritage, and
innovative community archaeology research, a
framework for greater conservation, interpretation, and
public access to the environmental and historical
wealth of the area.

THE LOST VILLAGES HISTORIC
LANDSCAPE AREA
A proposal by Fred Hartley
In 1348 the worst pandemic of disease in human
history reached the south coasts of England and
rapidly spread across the country. Possibly as many
as two thirds of the population died, and the feudal
economy of both town and countryside was
undermined. As a result of this and other crises during
the 14th and 15th centuries, many villages became
deserted. The landowners found it more profitable to
farm sheep and the sites of the abandoned and
tumbled cottages became just mounds and hollows in
pasture, grazed by sheep and cattle.

To me the priorities would seem to be:
1. Greater protection for the archaeological
earthwork features, and the associated field
systems, hedgerows and woodlands, which are not
individually defined as Scheduled Monuments.
2. Protection of the built heritage of the area against
inappropriate and large-scale developments.
Although the deserted villages are the most
obviously important sites in the area, many
surviving villages have evidence of how they
declined in response to the falls in population.

In the 1930s, as another crisis loomed for Europe, a
young lecturer - William Hoskins- discovered that
leicsfieldworkers.org
facebook.com/leicestershirefieldworkers
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3. Improving footpaths and cycle ways to allow
visitors to access the area in environmentally
friendly ways. Supporting local facilities such as
shops and cafes in an area currently lacking much
provision of this sort.

NEWS FROM THE HER – NOT
JUST THE ANCIENT!
Helen Wells writes: A lot of the Historic Environment
Record enhancement work we do focuses on more
modern archaeological sites or structures. This March
we finished putting all of the sculptures listed in “Public
Sculpture of Leicestershire and Rutland” by Terry
Cavanagh and Alison Yarrington onto the HER. This
book, published in 2000, is the fourth volume
published as a result of the National Recording Project
of the Public Monuments and Sculpture Association.

4. Facilitating greater use of the area’s archaeological
and natural sites for the education and enjoyment
of all ages.
The defining of this “Lost Villages Historic Landscape
Area” may be difficult to establish in detail, but I believe
that in defining it we can still be guided by the survival
of the most important deserted village sites, each of
which is a major potential resource for future
discovery.

155 records have been amended or created using the
book (though some records include numerous
sculptures). A large proportion of the sculptures are
located at schools, colleges and universities. In 1957
the new Director of Education for Leicestershire, Mr
Stewart Mason, proposed a new experiment in
secondary education: “The Leicestershire Experiment
and Plan”. As part of this, the Leicestershire Education
Authority invested heavily in contemporary sculpture to
decorate the new schools that were being constructed.
Some of these mid-20th century schools have been
listed by Historic England, but many of them are now
being replaced, and some of the sculptures have
disappeared or are in poor condition.
The sculptures included works by Peter Peri (“Bird
Watching”, “Man’s Mastery of the Atom”, “The Spirit of
Technology”, “Children Playing” and “Jack and Jill”);
Bernard Schottlander (“3B Series No. 2”, “3B Series
No. 3”, “Sun” and “Abstract”); Bryan Kneale (“Avila”,
“Witness”, “Slip”, “Standing Figure”, “Astonia” and
“Armour”); Willi Soukop (“Martins in Flight”, “Signs of
the Zodiac”, “The Spirit of Adventure” and “Relief of a
House Martin”); William Pye (“Broken Curve” and
“Ganglion”); Phillip King (“Dunstable Reel” and
“Declaration”); and Barbara Hepworth (“Core”).

I have annotated them on Hoskins’ original distribution
map (above), and they stretch from Stormsworth to
Bescaby, or, to use two more identifiable places, along
the ridge of land from Stanford Hall to Belvoir Castle.
This is ambitious, perhaps, but hopefully offering the
potential for gradual extension. The immediate area
around Melton Mowbray would no doubt need to be
excluded to allow continuing development of the town.
During the current pandemic, the City of Leicester has
endured a longer period of “lockdown” than anywhere
else in the UK, and there is some appetite for public
funding to create worthwhile legacies so that the
people's sacrifice is not forgotten. Might it be
appropriate that one lasting memorial to these events
should be a scheme which would allow present and
future generations to have a wider and deeper
enjoyment of the open countryside which surrounds
them?
leicsfieldworkers.org
facebook.com/leicestershirefieldworkers

“Declaration” by
Beaumanor Hall.

Phillip

King

(1961),

now

at

“Declaration” and “3B Series No. 2” are now “listed
buildings”. The project to put sculpture into schools is
described in the book as “the most innovative and
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educational

“The Leicestershire Experiment and Plan” at
http://www.educationengland.org.uk/documents/maso
n1964/mason.html
“The Post-War Public Art of Peter Laszlo Peri” at
https://heritagecalling.com/2017/04/26/its-the-peoplewho-matter-the-post-war-public-art-of-peter-laszloperi/
“The Public Statues and Sculptures Association” at
https://pssauk.org/

CONTACT US
THE FIELDWORKER is edited by Peter Liddle,
57 STANFELL ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 3GE.
Tel: 0116 2214508
Email: peter.liddle51@gmail.com.
Contributions welcome!

“3B Series No. 2” by Bernard Schottlander (1968), at
Bosworth Academy.

Our webmaster is Mathew Morris who also
welcomes details of events and news.

For more information on some of the topics here,
check out:

Email: mlm9@le.ac.uk

FROM THE PEN OF PETE WILFORD

leicsfieldworkers.org
facebook.com/leicestershirefieldworkers
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